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Abstract—The topic of representation, classification, and clus-
tering of text documents and information extraction is currently
a very researched area. The area of data mining and text mining
has its specific problems in the Slovak language. This paper
deals with the methods of pre-processing of medical data, namely
Slovak health records written in natural language, and their
subsequent analysis, especially classification of their parts into
classes.

I. INTRODUCTION

D
ATA mining is a process of analyzing large amounts

of data from different perspectives, their summarizing

and their use in various sectors. It uses methods of statistics,

artificial intelligence, machine learning, mathematics, etc. Data

mining is very widely used in practice. For example, in

scientific research, for spam blocking, in marketing to decide

which customers it is appropriate to send a products offer.

Knowledge discovery is a process of (semi-) automatic extrac-

tion of knowledge. There are different methods of knowledge

discovery but in general, it has following key steps: definition

and analysis of our task, obtaining relevant data and its

comprehension, data pre-processing, data mining, evaluation

and identification of patterns and found knowledge [1] [2].

Data mining process begins with an analysis of the par-

ticular task and understanding of existing knowledge and

definition of an objective. A process of obtaining relevant data

follows. Therefore, it is necessary to decide which attributes in

the existing databases are relevant to the task. Then we need

to understand this data [3]. It is necessary to decide whether

there is sufficient sample for extracting relevant applicable

knowledge. All these steps were also applied in our project.

In the phase of understanding the problem, we studied the

current state of the problem of electronisation of medical

records in Slovakia [4]. In the next phase of understanding

the data we started studying specific reports, we investigated

their quality regarding further processing and subsequent data

mining. During the preparation phase, we tried to select a

suitable sample of medical records for the next phases of the

process. In the phase of modelling the data, we applied various

algorithms and tweaked their parameters. Then we evaluated

the results achieved by these algorithms.

II. RESEARCHED METHOD

In this section, we introduce a methodology, which is a

contribution to the field of data mining and categorization

of medical records in Slovakia. The result of this procedure

is mainly paragraph classification of medical reports and

aggregation of data into logical units.

Division of medical records to individual paragraphs -

Doctors usually divide logical parts of their documentation

into paragraphs. A reasonable step is a division of the original

text into these physical units (paragraphs). Each paragraph

of the report is saved in a separate text file. We used a

library named Apache POI which was used for creating of

our application. This application was used for division of

documents into paragraphs. Using this application, we can

easily divide a lot of documents into distinct paragraphs.

Lemmatization - The next step is a lemmatization of texts

using software tool Morphonary. During the process of lemma-

tization, we ensure the words with the same word root (i.e.

doctors and doctor) are identified as the same term. This is

important during paragraph classification process.

Analysis of the list of the most common words in the records

- Lemmatized texts should be further investigated with the

application RapidMiner. Using the list of the most common

words in records, we can analyze whether a certain doctor

uses its own atypical abbreviations or words. If these words

are found, they should be inserted into lemmatizer’s dictionary

as a new entry. E.g. if the doctor uses an abbreviation ’pcnt’

instead of a word ’pacient’ it is good to add a pair ’pcnt -

pacient’ to lemmatizer to replace all ’pcnt’ occurrences with

’pacient’.

Completion of lemmatizer - It consists of the aforementioned

addition of atypical words to the dictionary of lemmatizer.

Categorization of the paragraphs - This is one of the most

important things on our progress in the researched area. In

this step, we try to classify paragraphs of medical records

to the correct category like prescripted medicine or patient’s

subjective complaints. In the practical part of the paper, we try

to introduce the procedure using RapidMiner how to classify

these paragraphs. Since this is a broader issue, our results and

the success of each method is given for clarity in a special

chapter.

Classification of data into logical units - Using tokenization

we divided the text into small pieces, and many of them are

related. Therefore, in the last phase, we tried to group each part

of the medical reports using logical structures into compact

units.
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Fig. 1. Application "DOC transform" programmed using Apache POI library

A. Division of medical records into paragraphs

We assume that documents produced by doctors are created

by Microsoft Office or OpenOffice. We used the library

Apache POI [5] for processing these files. Our application

can be used for processing of a large amount of files (health

records). We can send the input and output folder where

processed documents (divided into paragraphs) are stored

(Fig. 1).

B. Lemmatization

We used software tool Morphonary for lemmatization be-

cause of its best ratio ’speed / efficiency / complexity’ [6].

This tool was programmed in Java.

Morphonary works with three dictionaries: Dictionary of

foreign words (in Slovak language Slovník cudzích slov - SCS),

Dictionary of Slovak language (in Slovak language Slovník

slovenského jazyka - SSJ) and declined words dictionary. SCS

contains approximately 60 000 words in basic form. SSJ

contains approximately 12 000 words.

The very important is ’declined words dictionary’. This

dictionary contains 1730 words in basic form and their in-

flected forms. These 1730 words are selected to represent

the variability of inflected forms of words. There are pairs

’basic form / inflected form’. If the algorithm does not find

a word (that is going to be lemmatized) in SSJ or SCS, this

process occurs. On the basis of these word pairs, the algorithm

evaluates the suffixes. In the case of similarity, the algorithm

replaces the word to be lemmatized with its predicted pattern

- the root word in the basic form found in this dictionary.

C. Analysis of the list of the most common words in the

records

This step consists of pre-processing (tokenization, stop-

words removal, filtering tokens shorter than 2 characters and

longer than 99 characters) and further processing by Rapid-

Miner application (Fig. 2).

Now we can use RapidMiner for obtaining of the wordlist

and analyze it (Fig. 3).

D. Completion of lemmatizer

In health records, there are frequently used foreign words,

technical terms or own doctors’ abbreviations. By analysis,

Fig. 2. Pre-processing - RapidMiner application

Fig. 3. Wordlist - RapidMiner application

it was investigated that lemmatizer has the lowest percentage

of correctly processed words with this group of tokens. We

decided to find a method that does not lemmatize these words.

If a word is an abbreviation, it should be transformed into its

full form.

This is a brief description of proposed method:

1) For several randomly chosen health records of a certain

doctor, we obtain a word list that belongs to mentioned

word group.

2) A list of these words is shown to the physician who

translates it into the full form.

3) We export these pairs of words (’abbreviation - full

form’) to CSV file.

4) We import this file in the Morphonary and add it to the

declined words dictionary.

5) After lemmatization process, these abbreviations and

special words will be translated into their full forms.
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Fig. 4. Classification - making of classifier

E. Categorization of paragraphs

For categorization of paragraphs, we mainly use classifica-

tion (supervised learning). That means that we have to classify

some sample data manually. Then a classifier is created, and

then this classifier is used to classify the other data. We can

easily perform this process in Rapidminer. We use mainly three

methods of classification - Naive Bayes, k-nearest neighbour

(k-NN) and decision tree.

We will briefly show how to use k-NN method in Rapid-

Miner (using of Naive Bayes or decision tree is very similar).

The basis is to correctly set the operator named Process

Documents from Files. We can see the entire process in Fig. 4.

In a window, we have 2 groups of operators (Fig. 4). The

lower group is deactivated in the figure. Next, we set input

files for operator Process Documents from Files. These input

files are a training set of data that are manually classified by

a supervisor (human). Our categories are epicrisis, code of

the medical facility, medicine (or therapy), names (of doctors,

etc.), subjective problems, examination, and conclusion.

We need also the operator named X-Validation that can

be found in operators menu: Evaluation - Validation - X-

Validation. This operator is used for teaching the classifier

and its cross-validation.

When we double-click on the operator X-Validation we can

see the window of cross-validation subprocess. This window

contains two subwindows: Training and Testing. We insert the

operator k-NN (or Naive Bayes or Decision tree) to subwindow

Training. Then we set Measure types to NumericalMeasures

and CosineSimilarity.

Next we insert operators Apply Model (Modeling - Model

Application - Apply Model) and Performance (Evaluation

- Performance Management - Performance) to subwindow

Testing. Finally, we link the operators.

We need to add two operators of type Store (Repository

Access - Store) to the main process. We link the first one

Fig. 5. Report of cross-validation

Fig. 6. Classification using trained classifier

to the output named wor of the operator Process Documents

from Files. On its settings, we choose the path where the input

should be stored. This output is the wordlist from operator

Process Documents from Files. We will need this output later

during classification. The second operator Store is linked to

the output mod of the operator X-Validation. By this, we save

our trained classifier to a file. We will need it during the

classification process.

Then we can run the process. Then we open a results

window and the tab PerformanceVector.

In Fig. 5 there are results of cross-validation that was

performed using training data. A sum of values in a row

determines the number of documents that are categorized to

the certain class. For example, there are 9 files categorized

to the category epicrisis. A sum of values in a column

determines the number of documents that are actually of a

certain type/class (we have this information because training

data was manually categorized). For example, 7 files really

belong to the category epicrisis.

The last column class precision determines what ratio of

documents classified by the operator as epicrisis actually

belongs to this class. The last row class recall determines

what ratio of documents that are actually of a certain class

has been really classified to correct class.

The result of cross-validation gives us information about the

precision of classifier. We can further modify our training data

or parameters of the operator.

Next, we are going to classify uncategorized data by trained

classifier. Operators that were used previously should be deac-

tivated. We add new operator Process Documents from Files.
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Fig. 8. Results of Naive Bayes classifier

Fig. 7. Describing of group of tokens - blood pressure

In settings windows, we choose the folder with documents to

be classified. We need also the operator Apply Model and two

operators Retrieve (Repository Access - Retrieve). The first one

we link to the input wor of the operator Process Documents

from Files and in its settings, we choose a path to the saved

wordlist that has been saved during classifier training. The

second operator Retrieve we link to the input mod of the

operator Apply model and in its setting, we set the path to

the model that has been saved during the training process. We

can see the entire process in Fig. 6. After execution of the

process, we can choose the tab ExampleSet - Data View and

see the list of classified files.

F. Classification of data into logical units

In the GATE framework, we used Annotation schema to

describe groups of tokens, and we would like to ensure that this

activity has been gradually automated by rules and grammar

JAPE (Fig. 7) [7]. This point will help future generations in

their next work.

III. RESULTS OF CLASSIFICATION

In this section, we briefly describe the results of catego-

rization of paragraphs from health records. We have randomly

chosen 25 records that were divided into paragraphs using ap-

plication created with Apache POI library. We have manually

categorized these paragraphs into 7 categories: epicrisis, code

of the facility, medicine (or therapy), names (of doctors, etc.),

subjective problems, examination, and conclusion.

We describe the results of classification with a supervisor. It

was necessary to divide the data (25 health record divided into

paragraphs) into training and testing set. The amount of data

may seem small, but for the purpose of this project, it is fully

sufficient because the goal is to find a suitable methodology

and not to test large amounts of data. We afford to say that,

despite this, the amount of our data is sufficient also for

practice, since it is not possible to create a versatile classifier

for any health facility (at least at this stage of the project). It

is, therefore, necessary that a particular health facility should

prepare its training data, the quantity of which need not to be

much larger than in our case. Consequently, these data will be

used for the creation of the classifier for the facility.

Training data / Testing data:

1) 13 / 39 paragraphs of class names (of doctors, etc.)

2) 15 / 39 paragraphs of class examination

3) 13 / 29 paragraphs of class medicine (or therapy)

4) 12 / 15 paragraphs of class conclusion

5) 7 / 10 paragraphs of class epicrisis
6) 5 / 8 paragraphs of class code of the medical facility

7) 7 / 12 paragraphs of class subjective problems

We achieved the best results with Naive Bayes classifier.

The results of Naive Bayes classifier are very good (Fig. 8).

There is a certain error in categorizing of paragraphs of type

conclusion but in practice this class is interchangeable with

epicrisis or therapy. We can see that this is where the classifier

categorized the remaining entries so this is not a big error.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper deals with the methods of pre-processing of

medical data, namely Slovak health records written in natural

language, and their subsequent analysis, especially classifica-

tion of their parts into classes. We tried to achieve progress in

the field of text mining in health records. We researched a suc-

cessful method of paragraphs classification using RapidMiner.

The best results were achieved using Naive Bayes classifier. It

will be a challenge to try this method for health records from

different medical facilities.
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